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INTRODUCTION

Observations that oxygen increases the response of cells ex-

posed to ionizing radiation can be traced back to the beginning

of this century. The earliest of these seems to have been made

by Schwartz (1909), although he did not interpret his results in

terms of different oxygen concentrations. Investigations by Hol-

thusen (1921) with Ascaris eggs, by Retry (1921) with seeds, by

Crabtree and Cramer (1933) with a transplantable murine carcinoma,

and by Mottram (1935) with rats are among those having special im-

portance. However, the studies begun in the 1950's by L. H. Gray

and his colleagues clearly represent a milestone in radiation bi-

ology. Gray's 1961 review is an excellent survey of information

to that time.

When Gray surveyed the literature, clear evidence already

showed that in very dry biological systems, for example bacteri-

al spores (Powers et al. I960), more than one kind of oxygen-

dependent .sensitizing process existed. Recent work with cells

irradiated in suspension (Alper 1963, Tallentire et al. 1972, She-

noy et al. 1975, Ewing and Powers 1976) has confirmed this 20-

year-old observation: oxygen operates in more than one way in

affecting the radiation sensitivity of the cell.

Oxygen sensitizes all cells to irradiation. Its effects

have been studied with many experimental techniques and with many
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different organisms. Perhaps in part because of this diversity,

definitive studies do not show whether oxygen sensitizes all or-

ganisms through identical chemical pathways. Some experimental

information supports this assumption; other data contradict it.

The survey below will examine the chemical mechanisms involved in

oxygen-de-endent sensitizations of cells irradiated in suspension.

SENS IT IZATI ON BY DIFFERENT 0 2 CONCENTRATIONS

The effects of varying 0? concentrations have been studied

in several cellular systems by a number of authors. Most of the

early studies recognized a dependence of radiation sensitivity

upon 0 9 concentration that increases to a plateau very sharply

with no microstructure in the response. The studies on Bac?1lus

megaterium spores (Tallentire et al. 1972, Ewing and Powers 1976)

demonstrated the important fact that there is an intermediate

region of sensitivity in which there is a plateau at low [0?] at

approximately half the sensitivity of the plateau seen at high

[0-]. These observations are commented on extensively below.

Here we note that while previous authors have not demonstrated

this intermediate effect in their studies, their results are in-

deed consistent with those two sets of experiments. In Figure 1

we have normalized the. radiation sensitivity within several sys-

tems and have plotted the degree to which different [0_] sensitize
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within the maximal 0, effect. Note that the two spore studies are

central with the Ewing and Powers (1976) study demonstrating a

smooth relationship between [0»] and radiation sensitivity. As

pointed out previously, the Manchester spore studies are consis-

tent with the Austin studies, except that the plateau occurs at

a different level, this being explained, perhaps, by the differ-

ence between Co gamma rays and 50 kVp X-rays. The remarkable

aspect of Figure 1 is that two different vegetative bacteria and

two sets of experiments on V79 mammalian cells are consistent with

the response demonstrated by the bacterial spores. So, while

there may be differences in absolute sensitivity among the variety

of systems, the 0 ? effect, when looked at as in Figure 1, is truly

the same in the several systems, perhaps indicating a unity in the

mechanisms involved in the 0, effect, whether they be observed in

mammalian cells or bacterial spores. Indeed, in the most recent

observations on hamster cells (Millar et al. 1979), indicated as

open squares on Figure 1, the presence of a plateau at low [0?] is

acknowledged. The difference between the spore and the mammalian

cells in this instance is that the plateau appears at concentra-

tions of 0. a factor of 10 below those at which the plateau ap-

pears in the spore system.

The relative amount of sensitization seen at a particular

0 ? concentration is very nearly independent of cell type or the

suspending medium at the time of irradiation. This indicates to
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us that the intensive investigations in bacterial systems, whether

spores or vegetative cells, are proper models for construction of

experiments in mammalian cells to search for similar effects.

SEPARATION OF O^DEPENDENT DAMAGE INTO COMPONENTS

Bacterial Spore Studies

The first recognition of oxygen's having more than one kind

of action was made in a dried system. Using dried bacterial

spores, Powers et al. (I960) showed that oxygen's sensitization

could be experimentally resolved into at least two major classes

of damage. In thsir experiments, the exchange of gases took sev-

eral minutes, and, based on this reference time-scale, they estab-

lished these definitions: (a) Class I damage is independent of

oxygen; its magnitude is the same whether or not 0 2 is present;

(b) Class I I damage is oxygen-dependent and short-lived; it can be

observed only when oxygen is present during irradiation; and (c)

Class 111 damage, the "post-irradiation" 0_-effect, is produced

during either oxic or anoxic exposures; however, the development

of this kind of damage is very slow in this dry biological system.

There is good evidence that the kind of damage designated as Class

I 11 involves a reaction between 0_ and a radiation-induced cellu-

lar radical (Powers 1966).

Tallentire and Powers (1963) later showed that intracellular

water protects against both kinds of oxygen-dependent damage.
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Spores irradiated in suspension or under saturated water vapor con-

ditions show no Class 111 and only a reduced amount of Class 11

damage; under these conditions CL introduced a few minutes after

anoxic irradiation did not increase the sensitivity. Talientire

and Powers did propose, however, that two kinds of oxygen-dependent

damage probably operate in the irradiated wet spore. The review

article by Powers and Tall entire (1968) summarizes the work with

dried biological systems.

Recent work has made it very clear that organisms irradiated in

suspension do indeed show more than one kind of oxygen-dependent dam-

age. Using Co y-rays, Tal lentire etal. (1972) found evidence for at

least two components of oxygen-dependent damage in bacterial spores.

Later experiments with 50 kVp X-rays showed that the sensitiza-

tion of spores by oxygen could be separated into at least three com-

ponents (Ewing and Powers 1976) that are 0--concentrat?on dependent.

These results are illustrated in Figure 2. J^-Butanol is an effec-

tive scavenger of OH radicals and the oxygen-dependent damage re-

moved with this alcohol present is designated as the ""OH compon-

ent." Two other components of damage are designated as the "low-

0 " and "high-O" components, to emphasize that different concentra-

tions of oxygen can produce different kinds of damage (Ewing 1978a).

An important difference has not yet been resolved between the

spore experiments with 50 kVp X-rays (Ewing and Powers 1976) and

those with Co y~rays, noted just above (Tallentire et al. 1972).
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In both sets of data, the changes in response occur over very sim-

ilar oxygen concentrations, just as they do for most organisms

(cf. Figure 1), Furthermore, the cnanges themselves are qualita-

tively the same: as the [0_] is raised, the responses increase,

reach a plateau, then increase again to a maximum value. However,

with y-rays, the plateau occurs when about 30% of the maximum sen-

sitization has been reached (cf. Figure k, Tallentire et a). 1972).

With 50 kVp X-rays, the plateau comes at 70%. The basis for this

discrepancy is not known, although differences other than photon

energy exist between the two sets cr experiments; e.g., the y-ray

work was in phosphate buffer whereas the X-ray experiments used

water-suspended spores. This "water-versus-buffer" question would

not be important when y-rays are used (Tallentire, private commun-

ication, quoted in Ewing 1975), but it would be important with 50

kVp X-rays (Ewing 1975).

Recent work with bacterial spores and 1,Jt-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-

-,'; 1

octane (DABCO), a quencher of singlet oxygen (0» A ), suggests

that an additional fourth component of damage may now have been

recognized (Barber and Centi111, unpublished). Over a range of

oxygen concentrations, DABCO has a protective effect which is ad-

ditive to that seen through OH radical removal; this suggests a

component of sensitization involving singlet 0?, although the re-

sults of further experiments are needed for confirmation.

The oxygen-dependent sensitization of bacterial spores can
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si so be resolved into time components if the radiation dose is de-

livered in a very brief interval. With pulsed techniques that al-

lowed examination of incidents in very short times after irradia-

tion, Weiss and his colleagues (Weiss and McDonald 1976, Weiss and

Santomasso 1977. Jones and Weiss 1977) noted that in wet spores,

as in dry spores, 0 delivered to spores after anoxic irradiation

can increase sensitivity. Complementary work by Tallentire and

his colleagues (Tallentire et al. 1977, Stratford et al. 1977)

showed that after anoxic irradiation of spores in suspension, the

decay of the potentially lethal species can be resolved into two

components; the radical half-lives associated with these two reac-

tions are 9 seconds and 120 seconds. Spores irradiated in 0_

show only one first-order radical decay process (T, = nine sec-

onds). Presumably, this is the faster of the two processes ob-

served in anoxia.

Very recent results, also by Tallentire and his co-workers

with this same rapid-mix method (Tallentire et al. 1979). provide

additional information about these two long-lived components.

When an OH radical scavenger is present during anoxic irradia-

tion, the production and subsequent two-component decay is unaf-

fected. Thus, *0H appears not to be involved in either of the

two 0- actions. When these authors use N-0 (present during ir-

radiation), the initial survival level is lowered for "zero time

before 0, introduction," and it remains at the same reduced

level even when the introduction of 0, is delayed. They sug-
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gested that "OH is able to react with the two (L-sensitive "spe-

cies" to "fix" damage by excluding the possibility that the radi-

cal sites could decay to a harmless state. Limited data, for

which they used an OH radical scavenger along with N_0, show that

the effect of N~0 can be partially, but not completely, blocked.

We should note that according to these observations 'OH dependent

0 ? sensitization operates only in the presence of N_0 — an agent

that supposedly acts only by increasing 'OH yield. If that is

the only action, we ask why 'OH scavengers do not affect 0- sen-

sitization processes in the absence of N-0. The difference is

the removal of e in the N20 case and its presence in N-0 ab-

sence. Their experiment with acetone, supposedly removing e ,
aq

does not give the answer, for it is used at 1 M, a concentration

that effectively also removes all 'OH (k . + "OH = 6.8 x 10'
—acetone

M seconds ).

Although both laboratories whose work was cited just above

worked with Bu megaterium spores, their results are not entirely

compatible. Weiss and Santomasso (1977) used a single three nano-

seconds pulse of electrons, giving a total dose of either 400 or

600 krad to spores mounted on wet membrane filters. After anoxic

irradiation, they observed the decay of an oxygen-sensitive radi-

cal having a half-life of either 10.5 seconds or 1.h seconds re-

spectively, depending on the radiation dose they used. In con-

trast, Tallentire and his co-workers irradiated spores in suspen-
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sion with two microseconds pulses of electrons, giving a total

dose of 600 krad at about 0.8 krad/pulse. The total exposure

could last up to two seconds. After anoxic irradiation, they ob-

served the decay of two oxygen-sensitive '•'•speeies". Apparently,

Weiss and Santomasso saw one but not both the radicals observed

by Tallentire et al. Neither set of authors has attempted to ex-

plain the difference in results.

Vegetative Bacterial Cell Studies

Although experiments with dried vegetative bacteria showed

two classes of oxygen-dependent damage (Webb 1964), tests with

bacteria irradiated in suspension have not. Epp and his col-

leagues, whose experiments have been recently summarized (Epp et

ai. 1976), used a double-pulse technique with both Escherichia

col i and Serratia marcescens. They irradiated oxygenated cells,'

then, by varying the time before a second electron pulse, they

allowed different amounts of 0_ to diffuse back into the cells.

Their analysis showed an upper limit of M O seconds for the

lifetime of the radical which can react with 0? to cause damage.

However, they did find a discontinuity in the graph of "decade

spacing" (i.e. relative decrease in log fractional survival) ver-

sus interpulse time. This "bump" might be taken as evidence for

more than one kind of oxygen-dependent damaging process, although

this is not certain.
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Michael et al. (1973) used a gas explosion technique to de-

liver 0- at controlled times to anoxically irradiated cells. They

found a post-irradiation ()„ effect and estimated the half-life as

500 microseconds for the radical which reacts with 0? to cause

damage. This value is different from that obtained by Epp et al.

described just above, who also worked with vegetative bacteria.

Michae! et al. did not, however, find evidence for more than one

kind of reaction involving 0^. Shenoy et al. (1975) have used

the liquid rapid-mix method in somewhat similar studies. This

procedure, which showed two oxic sensitization components with

mammalian cells, described bolow, also failed to demonstrate more

than one kind of oxygen-dependent damage in wet bacteria.

This difference in the measures of radical lifetimes from the

two experimental methods is significant and it merits further com-

ment. Michael et al., irradiating under anoxic conditions and in-

troducing 0 2 afterward, measured a radical half-life of ^500 mi-

croseconds; Epp et al., who irradiated in 0? to radiolytically

bind the dissolved 0 2 and thereby achieve anoxia before the second

pulse of radiation, found an upper limit to the radical lifetime

of about 10 seco.ids. The upper limit to the lifetime of the

radical found by Michael et al. would be about lOx longer than

that found by Epp et al. (1976). We note here that the conflict

in their results could be based on the different experimental

techniques that were used. The different conditions of irradia-
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tion may not have produced the same radical populations, and the

two laboratories may not, in fact, have been studying the same

kind of O»-dependent damage. This suggestion is based on pub-

lished work with dried bacterial spores. In these spore experi-

ments, Powers et al. (I960) irradiated in anoxia, as Michael et

al. did, and produced Class III damage. When they irradiated

in 0 2, as Epp et al. did, they produced in spores, both Class II

and Class III kinds of (L-dspendent damage. Powers and Held

(1979) have, in fact,recalled an earlier suggestion of Ewing

(unpublished) that may emphasize the importance of the differ-

ent irradiation procedures these two laboratories used with veg-

etative bacteria. As they pointed out, Stratford et al. (1977).

using wet bacterisl spores, observed the post-irradiation decay

of two O_-sensitive radicals following anoxic exposure. However,

when they irradiated in 0., only one radical, the one with the

shorter half-life, was seen. In terms of procedure, these con-

ditions of irradiation duplicate those of Michael (anoxic) and

Epp (oxic), and Epp did, in fact, observe a shorter radical half-

life (based on his estimate of upper limit to the radical life-

time) than did Michael. While these experiments with vegetative

bacteria have not resolved (k-dependent damage into separate

components, it may yet be possible to do so with different ex-

perimental techniques and, perhaps, different methods of analysis.
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In Vitro Mammalian Cell Studies

In contrast to the results with vegetative bacteria, informa-

tion collected with mammalian cells, after pulsed exposures, also

shows that sensitization by oxygen can be resolved into components.

However, the time scales for these effects are much shorter than

those noted above {or bacterial spores. This difference in radi-

cal lifetimes is a major point of conflict between those studies

with bacterial spores and these with mammalian cells. Tallentlre

et al. (1977) proposed that the long lifetimes they observed might

have resulted from a relative dryness of the spore core, the pre-

sumed site for radiation-induced damage; this state of dryness

would exist even though the spores were suspended in water. Thus,

we might infer that the chemical processes through which 02 sensi-

tizes are the same in both spores and mammalian cells, even though

the reactions themselves are considerably slower in spores.

Using a liquid fast-flow, rapid-mix method with mammalian

cells, Shenoy et al. (1975) found that 0? — at any concentration —

delivered two milliseconds before irradiation gave a constant amount

of sensitization. (With this mixing technique, two milliseconds is

the shortest possible time between 0- contact and the radiation

pulse.) Greater sensitization was obtained by allowing longer 0_

contact times before irradiation. They discussed their results in

terms of "fast" and "slow" 0- effects and suggested that the most
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plausible interpretation was that damage was produced at two sites

within the cells; the "fast" versus "slow" resolution represented

the times needed by 0« to diffuse to these different sites.

Watts et al. (1978) have recently applied the gas-explosion

method to in vitro mammalian cell experiments. This procedure al-

lows a resolution of about one millisecond between CL delivery

time and the radiation dose, whereas in the liquid rapid-mix meth-

od, described just above, the best resolution is about three mil-

liseconds. These two methods for delivering 0. to the cells give

different results for the shortest (pre-irradiation) ()„ contact

time necessary to achieve the maximum amount of oxic sensitization.

However, in these preliminary experiments, the gas explosion tech-

nique probably also shows two post-irradiation 0_ effects, just

as the liquid rapid-mix method did. Their discussion does not

focus on this point, however; we infer this from our examination

of their Figure 2.

Michaels et al. (1978) and Ling et al. (1978) have also re-

cently studied (L-dependent damage in mammalian cells irradiated

in vitro. Using their double-pulse method, first applied to bac-

teria (Epp e* al. 1973)> they found an upper limit of ^ three mil-

liseconds for the lifetime of the radical which can react with 0,

to cause damage. This is about 3Ox longer than the upper limit

found with vegetative bacteria with this same technique although,

as they pointed out, this is compatible with the greater size of
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the mammalian cells and, logically, therefore, with the greater

distance 0- must diffuse before it can reach the target radicals,

presumably located near the cells' centers. The difference in

upper limits they saw with bacterial and mammalian cells does not

mean that the lifetimes of the O^-sensitive radicals actually in-

volved are different; as they discussed, they measured the maxi-

mum lifetime these radicals could have, not the radical's half-

life (Ling et a). 1978).

Some recent work with chemical model systems, where biologi-

cally important molecules are irradiated in vitro, also suggests

that 0, may ftave more than one action. Held and Powers (1979) and

Powers and Held (1979) have extracted wild-type DNA from a strain

of Bacillus subti1 is, irradiated the DNA, and then measured the

loss of transforming ability in a trp recipient cell. As they

described in an earlier paper (Held et al. 1978) they again found

that 0- at high concentrations (MO M) protects DNA irradiated

under these conditions (relative to the response after anoxic ex-

posures). They also noted that the sensitivity changes little

over a wide range of 0 2 concentrations except around 10 M, where

the sensitivity drops, and in the region around 10 M, where the

sensitivity peaks sharply. An important property of this peak is

that it is removed by addition of *0H scavengers, indicating 'OH

involvement in the 0^ effect at low concentrations of 0-, just as

in the wet spore experiment of Ewing and Powers (1976).
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Studies by Michaels and Hunt (1977a,b) may be relevant to

these results with transforming DNA. They irradiated single-

stranded polynucleotides to study the reactions of 0- at the radi-

cal site formed by *0H attack. Using pyrimidines (polycytidylic

acid and polyuridylic acid), they found evidence for two polynuc-

leotide radicals which react with 0- at different rates. They

proposed that at low 0 2 concentrations the absolute rate constant

8 - 1 -1
is about 5-8 x 10 M seconds , while at high 0 ? concentrations,

the rate constant for the poly C-OH' + 0 reaction is about 1.8 x

8 - 1 -1
10 M seconds . Their results with purine polynucleotides

and with double-strandea polymers are considerably more complex

and, as they discuss, further experimental work is needed to

identify the reactions which are occurring.

The studies cited in this section provide conclusive evidence

that 0. has more than a single chemical pathway through which it

effects sensitization in several biological systems. The studies

discussed in the following section will summarize what has been

learned concerning the chemical nature of these components of

damage.

EFFECTS ADDED CHEMICALS HAVE ON OXIC SENSITIZATION:
PROTECTORS & 0o

When water is irradiated, the three primary radiolytic prod-

ucts are the hydrated electron (e ), the hydrogen atom (*H), and
aq
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the hydroxyl radical (*0H). Information concerning these radicals

has accumulated rapidly since the 1960's, and radiation biologists

have tried to associate reactions of these transients with specif-

ic biological endpoints. Only the hydroxyl radical has been clear-

ly implicated in causing cell death after irradiation (Johansen

and Howard-Flanders 1965, Sanner and Pihl 1969, Powers and Cross

1970, Chapman et al. 1975), although, as discussed below, the in-

formation from different organisms suggests that different process-

es may be involved. Some years ago, Adams and Dewey (1963) noted

that chemical additives which reacted well with hydrated electrons

are generally radiation sensitizers. This observation, that e

removal increases the radiation sensitivity, suggests in itself

that tie e might be playing a protective role in reducing theaq

amount of radiation-induced damage. This concept is central to

the electron sequestration model of Powers (1972) which deals with

mechanisms of radiation damage and the. chemical basis for the ac-

tions of some radiation sensitizers.

Results from studies with bacteria, bacterial spores, and

mammalian cells have led to different conclusions about the in-

volvement of "OH in damage and sensitization. This may be due, in

part, to the absence of comparative studies among the three types

of cells. Careful studies are urgently needed before we can under-

stand how to apply information from one of these biological sys-

tems to another.
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Bacterial Spore Results

When bacterial spores are irradiated in anoxia or in high

concentrations of 0 2, the addition of a scavenger to remove OH

radicals does not necessarily protect (Powers et al. 1972 and

Ewing 1976a). ^-Butanol, for example, will not protect spores

irradiated under either of these two conditions (as long as no

other sensitivity-modifying agent is present); in fact, high con-

centrations of j^-butanol (>1 M) will increase the anoxic response

(Ewing 1976a), an observation that has not yet been explained.

Some OH radical scavengers, however, have been found which

do protect spores irradiated either in air (Ewing 1975) or in

anoxia (Ewing 1976b). Figure 3 illustrates the results in an-

oxia. This protection is not a simple function of 'OH removal,

but it seems to be correlated with the ability of the scavenger

to form an a-carbon radical (i.e., a reducing radical) after re-

action with 'OH (Ewing 1976). Results emphasize both the import-

ance of this correlation and the fact that "OH removal itself

does not necessarily protect. CO, is a protector (cf. Figure

3), but it does not react with OH radicals; in fact, CO, is one

of the very few e__ scavengers which is not a radiation sensi-
aq

-2

tizer. Formate at 2 x 10 M reduces the response to the mini-

mum level reached by any of the tested compounds, a decrease in

k_ of ^20%. _t-Amyl alcohol at 2.8 x 10~2 M and t-butanol at 9.6
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-2

x 10 M scavenge OH radicals as efficiently as that formate con-

centration, but neither of these two alcohols protects. This is

clear evidence that 'OH removal in itself will not invariably

protect spores in the absence of sensitizers.

In a set of experiments to test the importance of forming

a reducing radical, methanol (a protector) and £-amyl alcohol

(a non-protector) were used simultaneously. At selected concen-

trations, where Jt̂ -amyl alcohol scavenges "OH's more efficiently

than methanol, methanol's ability to protect was reduced. This

supports the hypothesis that methanol is not itself the protector;

instead, the protecting agent is formed after a reaction with a

water-derived radical, in this case the "OH (Ewing 1976b).

Figure 2 shows that over a range of 0- concentrations, _t_-

butanol protects. In contrast to what was found after anoxic ir-

radiation, tests have shown that this protection in low 0- con-

centrations can be specifically attributed to a simple removal

of OH radicals (Figure k). Different additives used at the same

"OH scavenging efficiency protect equally well (Ewing 1978a).

Additives have also been tested for effects against the

low- and high-0. components of damage (cf. Figure 2). The re-

sults with methanol are shown in Figure 5; those with ethanol,

in Figure 6.

Under anoxic conditions, methanol reduces the response

(Ewing 1976b). When spores are irradiated in 0.8% 0. ('uio'̂  M
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dissolved), methanol removes the CL-dependent "OH damage (cf.

Figure 3). As shown in Figure 5, higher concentrations of meth-

anol tested in 0.8% 0. reduce the response further (Ewing, un-

published). But the amount of the protection in 0.8%

0_ vi.e., the -A|<) and the methanol concentrations over which

this protection occurs suggest that this is simply the same pro-

tection seen with methanol in anoxia. From this, we conclude

that methanol does not affect the low-02 kind of damage. Meth-

anol , tested in air (Ewing 1976a), first shows a reduction in

the overall response, parallel to that seen in anoxia; higher

methanoi concentrations reduce the sensitivity even more. Thus,

methanol is able to reduce, although not eliminate, damage at-

tributable to the high-O. component.

The results with ethanol (Figure 6) are more complex. Like

methanol, ethanol protects spores irradiated in anoxia, although

the amount of protection (the -Ak) is not as great as with meth-

anol. Again like methanol, ethanol does not appear to protect

against low-0. damage, although as the ethanol concentration in-

creases above 2 M, the response rises sharply (Ewing, unpublished)

In air, ethanol protects against the high-0? component, as meth-

anol does, but high ethanol concentrations again increase the

response. This increase seems to mirror the increase seen with

ethanol in 0.8% 0.; that is, in air the turnabout in protection

at high ethanol concentrations is probably due to ethanol's
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unexpected ability to increase damage through the low-0- com-

ponent.

Tests with ethanol have also been run at an intermediate

0 2 concentration. In 5-5% 0 2 (<v.8 x 10~
5 M dissolved), the "OH

component is negligibly small. Presumably, the low- and high-

CL components are both operating. In increasingly higher eth-

anol concentrations, the response in 5.5% 0. is reduced; it

passes through a minimum, then it increases again (cf. Figure 6).

These results are qualitatively the same as those observed when

ethanol was tested in air. However, two important quantitative

differences are apparent. First, in 5.5% 0?, ethanol begins to

protect at lower concentrations than it did when tested in air;

and, second, the maximum amount of protection (the -Ak) is great-

er in 5-5% 0 2 than it is in air. We find, in fact, that the ra-

tio of ethanol concentrations for 50% protection (air: 5.5% CL)

is 0,6 M/0.15 M = 4.0. This is the same as the ratio of 0_ con-

centrations used in the two tests, 0.209/0.055 - 3.8. These

results might suggest that 0 and ethanol are competing for a

single damaged cellular site. A lower 0? concentration corres-

pondingly reduces the ethanol concentration required for the

same level of protection; it also increases the amount of pro-

tection that is possible.

Such a competition between ethanol and 0. (specifically the

high-0. component in these experiments) was not found in studies
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with Ji. coU_ by Johansen and Howard-Flanders (1965). From their

experiments, they concluded that ethanol could interfere with

the formation of R' (the damaged cellular site), but ethanol and

0. did not compete for reactions at that site. This result with

bacterial cells does not complement that found by Weiss and San-

tomasso (1977), who pulse-irradiated spores suspended in water

or pure ethanol. In ethanol, they found no decrease in the yield

of the oxygen-sensitive radical (i.e., ethanol did not interfere

with the formation of the damaged site), although the half-life

of the radical in ethanol was considerably reduced. (No value

was given for the reduced half-life.) Whether these results in

pure ethanol (Weiss and Santomasso 1977) are compatible with

those illustrated ire Figure 6, which show an Oj-ethanol competi-

tion, is unknown. Pulse-irradiation studies at lower 0_ concen-

trations would clarify this point.

Glycerol is the additive which has the greatest protective

ability in the spore system (Webb and Powers 1963, Ewing 1975)-

At sufficiently high concentrations, glycerol protects spores

irradiated in anoxia, and, even when irradiated in air, glycerol

reduces the response to the same protected level seen in 1001

N_. With spores, no other additive has been found which can

eliminate all oxygen-dependent damage.

From these spore results, in which radiation protectors

have been tested in anoxia and in various 0- concentrations, we
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may make these general observations:

(1) Although OH radicals are clearly damaging under some

experimental conditions, in anoxia — with no other sensitivity-

modifying agent present — OH radical removal per se does not

protect. The same generalization holds true for spores irradi-

ated in high [0.]: *0H removal in itself does not protect.

(2) However, over a limited range of 0_ concentrations

(roughly 10 to 10 M), simple 'OH removal will reduce the re-

sponse. Thus, although 0 is not known to affect the initial

yield of 'OH and although 0 and the "OH do not react, 'OH dam-

age becomes "temporarily" important. And its occurrence re-

quires the presence of 0 within a specific concentration range;

-kat f0_] >10 M, 'OH removal no longer protects.

(3) Some additives have been found which protect spores ir-

radiated under anoxic conditions. These agents probably function

by forming an a-carbon radical, which is the actual protector.

These agents, which can all form reducing radicals, protect in

anoxia: formate ion, methanol, C0», ethanol, aliyl alcohol, glyc-

erol, 1-propanol, and 2-propanol. If these agents protect in

anoxia through the formation of a reducing radical, a reasonable

inference is that the damage being repaired or prevented arises

through an oxidation reaction.

(k) Those agents which form a-carbon radicals and protect

in anoxia also protect against one or both the low- and high-0_
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components of damage. (All OH radical scavengers which have been

tested, including one sensitizer, Ewing 1978, can remove the "OH

component of oxygen-dependent damage and thereby protect.) Allyl

alcohol (Ewing, unpublished), methanol, ethanol, and glycerol all

protect against bigh-O- damage; this implies, again, following the

reasoning in item (3), that an oxidation reaction is involved in

the damage from this specific component of oxygen's sensitization.

This same conclusion, that the high-O, component probably involves

an oxidation reaction, has been reached through other spore stud-

ies (Simic and Powers 1974, Ewing 1978). The fact that methano!

and ethanol do not protect against low-CL damage suggests that the

process leading to sensitization here does not involve an oxida-

tion step or process.

Bacterial Vegetative Cel1 Results

The vegetative cell studies most easily compared to the spore

experiments described in the preceding section are those by

Sanner and Pihl (1969) and by Johansen and Howard-Flanders (1965).

Both investigations examined possible roles that radical scaveng-

ing agents have in reducing the radiation sensitivity.

Sanner and Pihl (1969) used E_. col i B, suspended in distilled

water and irradiated in either liquid or frozen states, with or

without selected additives. They found that both ethanol and

glycerol protect bacteria irradiated anoxically in liquid suspen-

sion at 0 C; a 1 M concentration of either additive will reduce
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the response to about 65% of that seen without the additive.

They also used acetone, an agent they found relatively poor at

reducing the sensitivity of Ê . col i irradiated in anoxia. In

contrast, Tallentire and Jacobs (1372), working with bacterial

spores, found that acetone was an effective radiation sensitiz^.r,

although very high concentrations were required for an effect.

Figure 7 shows their results with these and several other

compounds. They have plotted the relative sensitivity against

either t!ie "OH scavenging efficiency (left panel) or the e

scavenging efficiency (right panel). If the protection they ob-

served must arise from either "OH or e scavenging, clearly OH
aq

radical scavenging is responsible. However, the data points

(right panel) do not themselves establish a well-defined rela-

tionship, although this is not strictly required since all the

additives may not necessarily protect through OH radical scaveng-

ing. Perhaps more serious is the fact that the data points also

show scatter around the theoretical line (shown in Figure 7),

which was drawn based on the assumption that 'oH are responsible

for 45% of the lethal damage in anoxia.

From these results, Sanner and Pihl concluded that 'OH re-

moval will protect bacteria irradiated under anoxic conditions;

they estimated that under these conditions about 50% of the total

damage arises through reactions of hydroxyl radicals. They noted

that this estimate agrees well with conclusions from Webb's work
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(Webb 1964). He mounted Staphylococcus aureus cells on membrane

filters and dried them; the anoxic radiation sensitivity dropped

by about 50% when the equilibrium vapor pressure was reduced to

about 1 Torr. Further drying had little effect on the response.

However, this amount of protection, seen in either E_. col i or

Staphylococcus, is considerably greater than the protection ob-

served when bacterial spores are irradiated under similar condi-

tions. Tallentire and Powers (1963) found that drying produced

only about a 25% reduction in anoxic response, (it is important

to recall that in both the spore and Staph. systems, drying de-

creases the radiation sensitivity only under anoxic conditions;

in both organisms, the two classes of oxygen-dependent damage

increase greatly as water is removed.)

Sanner and Pihl (1969) also concluded that no amount of pro-

tection, including that from the sulfhydryl cysteamine, was

greater than that expected from "OH scavenging alone.

Johansen and Howard-Flanders (1965)» in « sliyiiily earlier

study, used E_. coli B/r, irradiated in buffered saline at 2 -5 C.

(It is not known if the overall results would have changed if dis-

tilled water, rather than buffer, had been used; or, alternately,

if buffer, rather than water, had been used in the experiments

described by Sanner and Pihl 1969.) With bacterial spores, phos-

phate buffer is itself a slight radiation sensitizer (Ewing 1975),

and the actions of £-nitroacetophenone in a low 0. concentration
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are different in water compared with buffer (Ewing 1977).

Johansen and Howard-Flanders (1965) studied several radia-

tion protectors in some detail. They concluded that the effects

of the sulfhydryl mercaptoethanol are two-fold: first, this agent

could interfere with the formation of a damaged (oxygen-sensitive)

site within the cell by scavenging wat^r-derived radicals; and,

second, mercaptoethanol could protect by successfully competing

with 0- for reaction at this damaged site. Figure 8 shows their

results with five protective agents. Curiously, they included

nitric oxide (NO) among the protectors. Although NO has complex

effects on radiation sensitivity, their own results clearly show

(Figure k of Johansen and Howard-Flanders 1965) that the sensitiv-

ity at all NO concentrations is greater than that seen in its

absence, although a peak in the response may indicate two actions

of NO. This is parallel to the earlier observation of Powers et

al. (I960) that NO has two actions in the dry spore.

The method of analysis used by Johansen and Howard-Flanders

is slightly different from that of Sanner and Pihl; but, again,

if the protection the former team observed in air must arise from

scavenging either "OH or a combination of s and 'H, the data

clearly favor an involvement of OH radicals. As was the case with

the anoxic study (cf. Figure 7), the fit of the data to the ex-

pected line is not extremely good. Johansen and Howard-Flanders,

in fact, called the fit "reasonably good" and suggested that
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"uncertainties in the concentrations of the added substances with-

in the cell" might account for some of the scatter (Johansen and

Howard-Flanders 1965). From this analysis, they concluded that

OH radicals contribute about half the lethal damage when these

bacteria are irradiated under aerobic conditions.

These two investigations with vegetative bacteria, within

themselves, provide a consistent view of the role played by OH

radicals both in 0 2 and in anoxia and they presented several

chemical models that were reasonable reflections of the state of

radiation chemical knowledge of that time.

The data from the two bacterial studies can be compared by

plotting them on the same graph. Figure 9 shows such a plot after

a recalculation of the aerobic data of Johansen and Howard-

Flanders (1965), without the nitrous oxide point, to conform to

the analysis method used by Sanner and Pihl (1969). More recent

values of the reaction rate constants (Ross and Ross 1977) were

used, and the points have shifted somewhat from their original

positions. The line in this figure is the same as that from

Figure 7 (Sanner and Pihl 1969). The fit of the aerobic data

points to the theoretical line is no worse than the fit of the

original anaerobic points.

In Vitro Mammalian Cel1 Results

Much of the groundwork on the oxic sensitization of mammalian

cells and on the possible roles played by OH radicals comes from
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the work of Chapman and his colleagues. They tested several radi-

ation protectors over a range of concentrations, usually up to the

limit set by toxicity of the added agent (Chapman et al. 1975)•

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is one of the very few compounds that can

be used at high concentrations in cultures of mammalian cells, and

for this reason, unfortunately, DMSO must be used in the studies

concerning OH radical involvement when cells are irradiated

in vitro. Chapman and his colleagues found that DMSO can provide

considerable protection for cells irradiated in air; DMSO also

protects anoxically irradiated cells, although the magnitude of

the effect is much smaller. DMSO has also been tested in bacterial

spores (Ewing 1978), where, in contrast, it was found to be a very

potent radiation ssnsitizer. However, spores treated with DMSO

and then washed before irradiation in water still showed virtually

the same response noted if DMSO had not been removed before irrad-

iation. Thus, this sensitization seems attributable to changes

DMSO causes in spore "physiology." These unidentified changes,

while clearly not toxic, seem responsible for the greatly increased

responses to irradiation, both in 0- and in anoxia, when DMSO was

present. To our knowledge, this "washed out" experiment has not

been done with mammalian cells.

Chapman and his co-workers (Chapman et al• 1973) have also

observed that cysteamine was, in fact, a better protector of mam-

malian cells than DMSO. Lower concentrations of cysteamine,

tested in 0 2 and in anoxia, gave as much protection as higher
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concentrations of DMSO; in addition, the maximum amount of pro-

tection, in both gases, was greater from cysteamine. They con-

cluded that, like DMSO, cysteamine protected by scavenging 'OH;

however, another radiation chemical process, perhaps repair

through hydrogen-donation, is also possible with cysteamine. This

may conflict with the results Sanner and Pihl observed with bac-

teria (Sanner and Pihl 1969). They found that all the protection

from cysteamine could be ar.counted for soley by 'OH removal.

Other additives which Chapman and his colleagues tested

showed onl, small abilities to protect at concentrations lower

than the limits set by toxicity. The results of their survey

(Chapman et al. 1975) are illustrated in Figure 10. (The cells

were irradiated in culture medium.) To analyze and to test for an

involvement of OH radicals in lethal processes, the authors impli-

citly assumed that these compounds would all protect to the same

minimum response level — the level seen with only DMSO — if tox-

icity were not a limiting factor. They plot the reciprocal of the

additive concentration for 50% of the effect DMSO had against the

rate constant for *0H scavenging by the specific additive. The

result, shown in the right panel of Figure 10, is a straight line

having the expected slope of +1.0. The relationship they observed

provided the basis for the conclusion that, in air, OH radical

removal protects against 0 -dependent damage. Based on these and

earlier data (Chapman et al. 1973), they estimated that for irrad-

iation in air about 62% of the lethal damage in mammalian cells
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results from the actions of OH radicals. The small amount of

protection they saw when DMSO-treated cells were irradiated an-

oxically (cf. Figure 10) was attributed to OH radical removal,

although anoxic experiments, like those for air shown in Figure

10, were not reported. The authors estimated that in anoxia

about 301 of the damage results from the effects of OH radicals,

an estimate that seems somewhat high.

These data by Chapman and his colleagues, Figure 10, can be

re-analyzed and compared with the results from the aerobic and

anaerobic bacterial studies, which were collected in Figure 9.

Table I shows the calculated values for "relative sensitivity"

and ""OH scavenging efficiency" that were calculated from the

original mammalian cell data (Chapman et al. 1975)• Comparison

with the bacterial cell data in Figure 9 shows a remarkably good

agreement.

These results can also be compared with those in Figure 4,

where, with bacterial spores, *0H removal is clearly responsible

for the observed protection. According to Figure ^ a kC of

k -1
about 10 seconds will achieve 50% of the maximum amount of

protection, a scavenging efficiency almost 10 times lower than

that needed for protection through 'OH removal in the two or-

ganisms compared in Figure 9 and Table I. (The calculated point

for spores is "relative sensitivity" = 0.89; '%£$$%" = 10* sec-

onds .)
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This comparison of data from spores, vegetative bacteria,

and mammalian cells raises perplexing questions and provides few

satisfactory answers. "OH removal does not protect spores irrad-

iated under either anoxic or wel1-oxygenated conditions; however,

over an intermediate range of 0- concentrations — in spores —

simple 'OH removal will protect. In contrast, results from sev-

eral studies indicate that 'OH removal will protect vegetative

bacteria irradiated under either anoxic or wel1-oxygenated con-

ditions. The amount of protection seen with vegetative bacteria

under these two conditions seems to be a simple function of the

efficiency for OH radical removal; equal *0H scavenging efficien-

cies will produce equal amounts of protection. In spores, "OH

damage is clearly oxygen-dependent (or, more generally, "sensi-

tizer-dependent")• In spite of this apparently unique origin

for an "OH involvement, we do not understand why the "OH scaven-

ging efficiency needed to protect vegetative bacter! :<5 about

10 times greater than that needed in spores for the same rela-

tive amount of protection.

The same conclusion regarding the importance of OH radical

removal has also been reached from studies with mammalian cells:

it seems that simple OH radical removal protects. In this case,

however, the maximum amount of protection seen in the anoxic

studies is much less than that protection seen in experiments

which used air-equilibrated cells. We do not understand why
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these two experimental conditions would give similar results with

vegetative bacteria but different results with mammalian cells,

especially since, in both kinds of cells, the role played by OH

radicals is believed the same. On the other hand, under aerobic

conditions, the same OH scavenging efficiency does give about

the same relative amount of protection with either vegetative

bacteria or mammalian cells.

With the information presently available from these three

biological systems, it appears that 0 2 need not sensitize these

cells through the same chemical pathways. However, before ac-

cepting this conclusion, we should carefully re-examine the in-

formation on which it is based. We should remember that there

have been no comparative studies where the same additives were

rigorously tested in all three systems. This is partly due, of

course, to toxicity problems with vegetative bacteria and mammal-

ian cells. We urgently need this kind of experimental data.

With spores, we found that various OH radical scavengers did

not always have the same effects, and consequently, they could

not be used interchangeably. In spite of the correlation drawn

between protection and OH radical scavenging in both vegetative

bacteria and mammalian cells, there is surely enough experimen-

tal uncertainty to emphasize the need for additional data.
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SUMMARY

This survey has focused primarily on 0 ? effects in three

biological systems, all tested in suspension: bacterial spores,

vegetative bacterial cells, and mammalian cells. We have exam-

ined information from these systems which shows that 0. has more

than one process through which it can act, and we have looked at

the effects various protectors have on oxygen's ability to sen-

sitize. While selecting from among the many studies within

thesp. guidelines, we have largely ignored the studies which test

0 in combination with other radiation sensitizers. There is

considerable information from these studies, but, within the

intentionally limited scope of this survey, we cannot cover this

information here.

Studies with bacterial spores provide clear evidence that

multiple components to oxygen-dependent radiation sensitization

exist. Studies with mammalian cells also show that at least two

oxygen-dependent sensitization processes can be distinguished,

although we have not yet learned how to relate the components

of sensitization from these two very different organisms. Simi-
in suspension

lar studies with vegetative bacteria.have not resolved oxic sen-

sitization into components, although different experimental tech-

niques may yet do so. It is essential to emphasize that the ob-

servation noted almost 20 years ago with very dry bacterial spores
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now clearly applies LO mammalian cells irradiated in vitro: there

is more than one kind of oxygen-dependent damage.

We have examined the roles water-derived radicals might play

in radiation sensitivity and, specifically, in sensitization by

0_. We find that, among the primary radiolytic products, OH radi-

cals are clearly implicated in damage in all three biological

test systems. However, we must exercise great care in drawing

conclusions here, since the specific roles proposed for OH radi-

cals are different in these organisms.

In bacteria? spores, "OH removal in itself does not protect

in anoxia or in high concentrations of 0 ? if there is no other

sensitivity-modifying agent present. (Many organic and inorganic

sensitizers have effects which can be partialiy or completely re-

moved by agents which scavenge OH radicals.) With spores, 'OH

removal over a limited intermediate range of 0 ? concentrations

will, however, protect. Results of tests with those agents which

protect in anoxia and in air show that, although these agents

scavenge OH radicals, that is, in itself, not the protecting

step; instead, 'OH scavenging probably results in the formation

of the actual protector.

In bacteria, results of surveys to test the effects various

radical scavengers have on radiation sensitivity and on the sensi-

tization by 0« have provided the basis for the supposition that

*0H removal will protect both in anoxia and in the presence of 0..
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Many authors have suggested that OH radicals react with a cellu-

lar target molecule and leave a radical site; this is the site

which can then react with CL to cause damage. It is widely be-

lieved and often expressly stated that DNA is the likely cellu-

lar target for OH radical attack.

In mammalian cells, there are severe difficulties in using

radical scavenging agents at the necessary high concentrations.

Nevertheless, based on the information which can be obtained, a

reaction scheme, similar to that proposed for bacteria, has been

suggested for O?-dependent sensitization; again, it is expressly

stated that DNA is the likely target for cellular damage.

A re-analysis of the data from these biological systems sug-

gests that these conclusions may not be as firm as we had thought.

From the results with the different kinds of cells, we see that

the proposed roles for oxygen-dependent sensitization, and es-

pecially for the involvement of OH radicals, are not complemen-

tary. Before we accept the conclusion that 0« operates through

different chemical pathways in these organisms, we should care-

fully re-examine the data on which our conclusions have been

based.

We must remember when we use an OH radical scavenger and

observe protection that we have not proved that "OH removal is

tJie specific reaction responsible for the protection; neither

have we proved that OH radicals are damaging to irradiated cells.
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These conclusions may be entirely true, but our simple observa-

tion of protection has not established them. We must also remem-

ber that for many years most analyses were based on the assump-

tion that only one kind of Oj-dependent sensitization process

exists. Clearly 0, can sensitize bacterial spores, mammalian

cells, and very likely bacterial cells as well, through more than

one chemical or physical process. Our taking the simplest case of

assuming only one effect of 0», building models, and drawing con-

clusions may not have been as profitable as we had hoped. Perhaps

it is time to discard this simplest case in our model-building and

take a more realistic, although necessarily more complex, view of

how 0 2 acts to sensitize cells.
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Table I. "OH Scavenging Efficiency for half maximal protection

of Chinese hamster cells irradiated in vitro.

AIR/ANOXIA

Air

Air

Air

Air

Anoxia

ADDITIVE

DMSO

Iso-butanol

Ethylene glycol

^-Butanol

DMSO

RELATIVE
SENSITIVITY

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.71

0.91

k C
'OH

(x 10"8)

8.4

7.2

n.o

6.6
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Figure 1. Radiation sensitivity at particular [0_] relative to

the maximal sensitivity seen in 0 2 for the particular system.

The symbols are as follows: B̂ . megater?urn spores (AUS) — spores

irradiated in H^O with 50 kVp x-rays (Ewing and Powers 1976);

V-79 — Chinese hamster cells irradiated in culture medium with

250 kVp x-rays (Chapman et al. 1974); EL megaterium spores

(MAN) -- spores irradiated in phosphate buffer with Co Y~rays

(Tallentire et al. 1972); Shigella — irradiated in phosphate

buffer with 200 kVp x-rays (Howard-Flanders and Alper 1957);

Serratia -- irradiated in buffer with 200 kVp x-rays (Dewey 1963);

V-79-753B — Chinese hamster cells irradiated in culture medium

with Co Y-rays (Millar et al. 1979). The solid line is the

response for spores as presented by Ewing and Powers 1976.
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Figure 2. The radiation sensitivity of B̂ . megaterium spores as

a function of 0- concentration (Ewing and Powers 1976). Irradi-

ation was with 50 kVp x-rays. Different [0-] were prepared by

adding measured amounts of N. to a cylinder containing 0?. The

resulting [0-] was measured with a gas chromatograph. (See

Powers and Cross 1970 for procedural details.)
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Figure 3- Anoxic radiation sensitivity of B_. megaterium spores,

suspended in various concentrations of the additives noted. Ir-

radiation was with 50 kVp x-rays. (Reproduced from Ewing 1976b.)
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Figure k. Changes in the radiation sensitivity of £. megateriurn

spores irradiated in 10 M 0 2 with various concentrations of

several alcohols also present. The abscissa shows the 'OH scav-

enging efficiency, the product of the specific alcohol concentra-

tion and the bimolecular rate constant for its reaction with 'OH.

(Reproduced from Ewing 1978a.)
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Figure 5. Changes in the radiation sensitivity of th megaterium

spores, irradiated in water with 50 kVp x-rays, under three ref-

erence conditions when different concentrations of methanol (MeOH)

are present. The lower horizontal line shows the response in an-

oxia with no additive present; the symbols O show the protective

effects MeOH has in anoxia (Ewing 1576b). The middle horizontal

line shows the response from the Low-0» Component of damage; in

the [0-] used for these tests, MeOH has already removed the *0H

Component of damage (cf. Figure k) at concentrations lower than

those shown in this Figure. The symbols A show the reduction in

the response with higher [MeOH] (Ewing, unpublished). The upper

horizontal line shows the response in air with no additive pres-

ent; the symbols • show the reduction in this response when MeCH

is added at higher and higher concentrations (Ewing 1976a). Re-

fer to the text for a discussion of these results.
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Figure 6. Changes in the radiation sensitivity of EL legateriurn

spores, irradiated in water with 50 kVp x-rays, under four refer-

ence conditions when different concentrations of ethanol (EtOH)

are present. The lower horizontal line shows the response in

anoxia with no additive present; the symbols • show the protec-

tive effects EtOH has in anoxia (Ewing 1976b). The middle hori-

zontal line shows the response from the Low-02 Component of dam-

age; in the [0«] used for these tests, EtOH has already removed

the 'OH Component of damage (cf. Figure *») at concentrations

lower than those shown in this Figure. The symbols 4 show the

effects on the Low-0_ Component of oxygen-dependent damage when

different [EtOH]'s are used (Ewing, unpublished). The uppermost

horizontal line shows the response in air with no additive pres-

ent; the symbols • show the changes in radiation sensitivity when

different [EtOHj's are present. Arrows pointing to ^he ordinate

show the response in 5-5% 0 2 with no additive present and also

the response in 5.5% 0. when 10 J^-butanol is added. The symbols

• show the changes in response when different [EtOH]'s are tested

in 5.5% 02. Refer to the text for a discussion of these results.
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Figure 7. Ability of different compounds to protect £. coli B

at 0°C,as a function of their rate of interaction with 'OH (A)

and with e (B), respectively (Sanner ano Pihl 1969). The rela-

tive sensitivity observed in the presence of the compounds is

plotted versus the product of the protector concentration and

the respective second-order rate constants for the interaction

of the different protectors with "OH and with e . The fully

drawn curve in A is a theoretical curve calculated as described

in the text. The radiation sensitivity in the absence of added

compounds was set equal to 1. All values are based on dose-

effect curves. Abbreviations: Ad, adenine; Cyt, cytosine; EtOH,

ethanoi; Form, sodium formate; Glu, glucose; Gly, glycerol; Glygly,

Sylcylglycine; MeOH, methanol; RSH, cysteamine; Th, thymine.
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Figure 8. Protection of £. coli B/r (Johansen and Howard-Flanders

1965). The effective concentrations of various substances in pro-

tecting bacteria against x-irradiation are plotted against data

for the reaction rates of these substances with hydroxyl radicals

(top panel) and with the reducing species (bottom panel). Oxygen

-3 -2

at 2 x 10 M, carbon dioxide at 7 x 10 M, and sodium nitrate

at 8 x 10 M did not protect bacteria; these substances are plot-

ted below the intercept in both figures.
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Figure 9. A re-calculation and comparison of the effects added

OH radical scavengers have on the anoxic (Sanner and Pihl 19&9)

and aerobic (Johansen and Howard-Flanders 1965) radiation sensi-

tivity of E_. col i. More recent values of the scavengers' reac-

tion rate constants with OH radicals were used (Ross and Ross

'977) for this comparison, and some of the data points are shift-

ed frojn their original sites (cf. Figures 7 and 8). More recent

values for e scavenging (Anbar et al. 1973) were not sufficient-

ly different from those originally used to warrent our replotting

those data. As the text explains, the aerobic test with NO was

omitted from this comparison.
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Figure 10. a) The chemical radioprotection by various 'OH scaven-

gers of the multi-target inactivation rate of air-saturated Chi-

nese hamster cells; b) The correlation between the reciprocal of

protector concentration effecting 50% of the maximum radioprotec-

tion and the absolute rate constants of 'OH with the specific

chemical protector (Chapman et al. 1975).
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